THE   DOGMAS  OF   AUTHORITARIANISM
differences of standpoint. Consider his careful differentiation
between " absolute power, as a power independent of those
on whom it is exercised, and arbitrary power as a power
independent of the laws by virtue of which it is exercised."1
What, Maistre would exclaim, are these " laws " that would
limit a sovereign's authority? Whose creation are they? If
his own, then the will that made them can change them; if
somebody else's, then the monarch is no longer sovereign.
The beauty of the anden regime lay for him precisely in that
irresponsibility of the monarch, but to Bonald it lay in an
•harmonious balance of power between the King, the aristocracy
and an independent judicature ; the anden regime had, in fact,
a constitution^ and one half expects him to become a supporter
of the nineteenth-century restored Monarchy with its charter.
But those concessions to Liberalism are but apparent, and he
says in his Pensees that the constitution of a State is but its
temperament, and " a nation that asks an assembly to give it
a constitution is like a patient asking his doctor to make a
temperament for him." Here is once more the true author-
itarian ring—constitutions are born, not made; man can do
nothing, he must just take the world as it is and trust to its
right growth and development under the will of God.
The will of God is more to Bonald than a mere theological
expression, it is for him the central fact of all existence. Either
the world has existed from all time or it was created: if it
was created so was man, and everything must come from
the Creator. Man has discovered nothing, invented nothing:
everything has been God's gift, every human development
God's will. The only alternative to this view is materialism.
All power is exterior to society and to man; revolt against
order and authority is therefore revolt against God; we are in
safe paths once more.
Traditionalist as he may be, rather than authoritarian, he
remains haunted by the idea of authority. "Does anybody
seriously believe," he asks, " that the Liberal party can govern
France? It is utterly incapable of all that requires wisdom,
justice and moderation." Don't talk to me of public opinion :
1 Considerations, chap, v.

